American adults cannot get enough of Mexico’s native spirits. Tequila/Mezcal was the second-fastest growing spirits category by revenue and volume in 2021.

Tequila/Mezcal drove industry growth in 2021, accounting for nearly one-third of the total increase in spirits revenue in the U.S. Since 2003, Tequila/Mezcal volumes have grown 11,520%, an average rate of 1330% and today 8 fortunes are sold. Virtually unknown in 2003, Super High End and Super Premium brands have grown at-home cocktails; on-premise and increased use in spirits mixability and tradition; agave deep-rooted heritage driven by the spirits’ genuine story and authenticity.

The fastest growth of the agave spirits category has been in High End and Super Premium brands. High End Brands have grown 1330% and today 8 fortunes are sold. Virtually unknown in 2003, Super High End and Super Premium brands have grown at-home cocktails; on-premise and increased use in spirits mixability and tradition; agave deep-rooted heritage driven by the spirits’ genuine story and authenticity.
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